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§ 1. Introdno tl on. \ y 

W»-4*tiih I)!1! —a^bM 5 class of tvo-p«rson games poadeaslng the 

following gemaral charactorlsticad a-f-c-- <l&^^*-Jii..M-J- 

J&i        (a) At the "beginning of the game, and at rarioua stages of tha 

game, a chance mechanlsa furnishes numhers x. ami j' from the 
r  -i 1     £1» 

unit Inteirval '0,lj  to the two players, I and II re- 

spectively. I tenows J,.  hut not y , II knovs y. "but not x.. 

(h) Each player pays a certain amount to start the ganef re- 

gardless o-f his jubaecuent moros. 

(c) The game la a maay-aoTe game of the following type. I's 

Initial moTe, whl«h- depends- upon ^^. la one of a fixed 

number of possible movea, which are known to II. However 

II does not know I's move. 

(d) After I has made the initial move, II has a choice of a 

finite number of counter-movea, which are known to I. How- 

ever, I does not know 11'a reply. 

(e) After II has moved, I has again the choice of a flnitö 

number of moves, loaown to IT, and so on. The initial 

maneouverlng continues In this fashion for p. fixed number 

of turns ..j 

(f) The fIrtt phase having been concluded, the chance mechanism 

funalohos two new numbers Xr and jz  to T and TI reep^ctlvelj. 

This Initiates a eecond phase of move and oounter-acve. 

(g) The game continues in this way for a fixed number of phaseü, 

K, at the end of which there la a payoff to I of 

K —K^-j—Xgr-^ . ., "^-r e:a^  1- receives - K. 

The problem of determining the best possible mode of play for each 

player In the usual sense of maximizing or minimizing the expectation is 

one that arises In many Important applications of statistics and probability 

theory. 

I 
\ 
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The «iirploBt oaae of this general problem Is furnished by a class 

of card games vhlch embraces some vell-laxovn dlTerslons. Apart from the 

intrinsic Interest and satiation of Intellectual curiosity, the principal 

merit in coneidorinc these (relatively) simple card games lies In the fact 

that these games hare been played over a considerable period of time and 

the experience of countless players has fumiahed a set of heuristic axioms 

of play which is extremely useful, as ve shall see below, In unraveling the 

tangled skeln of the mathematical problam. Once ve have solved a number of 

particular problems, the general pattern appears to emerge. It is in the 

discovery of this pattern that we feel lies our principal contribution 

X first question that arises, üpart from the precise solution of 

the problem, pertains to the form of the solution. Do the players use 

pure or mixed strategies? 

Experience would seem to indicate that a mixed strategy is required. 

It was with considerable surprise that we found that there existed two- 

peraon poker «yuae'e where pure strategies could be used ty  both players, 

Of. I ll . Since then, ire have investigated many more models of two- 

person card games, and developed a systematic technio^uo which we believe 

will produce the solution whenever one exists In terns of pure strategies. 

Unfortunately, we have not been alle to show that in the general game 

described above pure strategy solutions must sxiat. 

We were able to show, of. 1 ll  , that, under mild assumptions, 

any mixed strategy in a game of the type described previously can bo 
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approximated ty a pure strategy, in the sense that the corresponding 

expectations will he arbitrarily close. The reason for this lies In 

the fact that the chance moves nay he used as substitutes for mixed 

strategies. For a formal proof, we refer to [ 1 j 

To illustrate our procedure, we treat several simple models of 

two-person games. It is soon seen that a great mathematical simpli- 

fication ensues If the games are made continuous, allowing the use of 

integrals rather than sums, functions rather than sequences. 

Our methods are equally applioahle to the problem of finding 

equilibrium-point solutions, of the Nash type, of N-person games in 

theory. In practice, the algehraic difficulty introduced by non-linear 

equations causes a bit of grief. However, we feel that interesting and 

Important as the equilibrium point theory Is, It omits many Important 

features of an actual gerne Involving more than two players and for that 

reason we do not apply It. 

The plan of the paper is as follows. In the second section we 

discuss a game which can be thought of as half of a simplified poker 

game. The experience gained here is useful in discussing the bilateral 

game. We then treat in detail three types of two-person games, each 

with its particular feature of interest. Sandwiched between is a short 

discussion of a game which occupies an intermediate position in the 

hierarchy. 

i 
'- 
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k 2.    Fir>t Exampl». 

W« eoaaldsr fivat a ttptftlTslj iBnocmt gpa* playad aoeovii^ to th» 

follovlag rvlM. Ttere ax« V players, vber« the ezaot mn'ter Is 

Imnaterlal. If N-l, gambllnf; 1B not  poaslble, although a solitaire 

game reoalns. If N irr very large, several decV.s of cardo may "be re- 

quired. In general, 2 < N < 10, In turn, each player deals himself 

and the other players four cards each. Before play teglns, each player 

antes one, so that there is a sum of N in the pot. Upon looking at hlo 

cards, the first player to the left of the dealer has the option of not 

"betting, whereupon he automatically leaves his ante in the pot, or of 

■betting an amount f, 1 < f < H, that he oan beat. In Its ouit, the next 

card the dealer turns up from the deck. If he doea, he vlns f "roa the 

pot, if not, he oontributee f to the pot. The next player to the left 

has a similar choice, with the difference that the new upper limit vill 

he TTff if the first player haa lost. Whenever the pot falls "beneath If in 

size, each player antes one. 

Each player sees at moat one card from any other player's hand, for 

the rules demand that the vlnnlnc player show only the necessary major- 

izlng card, and that the losing player throw his hand away face down. 

Ve shall in the dlsoussion below Ignore the additional Information, in 

most cases of negligible effect, which may be gained that way, and the 

faot that the upper limit for individual wagert» maj increase conFlderably 

above R, which in actual play occurs alarmingly often. 

We begin by oonaidering the following simple version. 

There are two players, B, for bettor, and D for dealer. D deals B 
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a card, Xx,  0 < Xi < 1, and one to himself, jx,  0 < yi < 1. Before 

the tettlng 15061113, both players ante one. Upon receiving his card, 

B has the choice of "betting an amount, f(xi), 1 < f(Xi) < M, or of 

folding. In which case D automatically w ns the ante. If B TaetK f(xi), 

D has no choice "but to cover. If x > y, B wins f(x) ♦ 1, if x < y, B 

loses f(x) •♦• 1. 

Given the distributlone of x and y, the problem is to determine 

the best possible modo of play for B. 

Let x have the distribution function F(x), and y, the distribution 
A i /l 

function G(y) vhere P(0) ■ G(0) = 1,  /  d.T,(x) = /  dG(y) ■ 1. 
^ o ^ o 

It Is Intuitively clear, and may eaa'ly be shown rigorously, that 

since D cannot be blufreö out, f(x) Bust bo a non-decreasing function 

of x,  and hence If B doeo not bet on Xj., he does not bet an xE, if 

Xi > Xß. 

A consequence of this la that 3 folda, i.e. drops out and allove D 

to win the ante, if x < a^., where ^ is some ac yet undetermined number 

In the unit interval, and bets f(x) If x > Sj. 

B's expectation Is given by 

(1) SL = - 7  dF +    J (l+f(x)H(x,y)dF(x)dG(y), 
x < ax    a^ < x < 1 

0 < y < 1 

where K(x,y) is defined by 

(2) K(x,y) » 1 if x > y 

- -1 otherwise. 
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E_ may 'be  simplified to 

(3) y  (l+f(x)) (2G(x) -l)dr(x) - y     dF(x). 
x > ai 3C < aj. 

B must now choose &]_  and f (x) ao that this expectation Is a 

maxlmuni. 

Let x he a point where 

(U) 2G(x) -1=0. 

Jlnce G(0) ^0,  / dG = 1, there Is one such point. The point Is 

unique If dG > 0. It is clear that ai < x , since If *i > Z . «<■ nay 

always lixcrease Eg hy decreuclne ax . 

Therefore, reßardlesn of the value of a.lt  f(x) is chosen as 

follows 

(5) f(x) - 1, a! < x <Xo 

= M, X  < X < 1. ' o —  — 

The expectation now teker:  the fora 

(6) ?. J (2C(x)-l)dP(x)+(W-l)/1i2G(x)-l|dF(x)-     J   dF(x), 
ax < x < xn '■ xri

L x < ai 

J (JlO(x)-l)dF +(M+1) /a   (2G(x)-l)d^ - 1 +      y     «P. 
»1   < X < X X^ 3C  > X^ J- —      —    o o —    o 
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Frcca this it follows that ^  Is choaon "by the cond'tlon 

(7) a! = Inf x ; lKi(x) - 1 > o] . 

Collecting the previous reaviltG, B's "beet strategy ie determined hy 

(8) f(x)   - 1, a.  < x < X0, 

= M, xo < x < 1, 

where 

(9) (^ 2G(xci)   -  1 = 0, 

(*) ai  la deteralned "by (  ), 

and B folds if 0 < x < 9.3.. 

In particular, if we aesime that x :jid y are uniformly diatrihutod 

over the unit intervalj we have 

(10) f(x) = 1, 

=  M, 

J<x<| 

t < X < 1, 

and B folds for x < •j^. 

Having seen the pattern ;)f a solution consider the more complicated 

game: 

"Given two players, B and D, let B he dealt a card Ci ■ (Xi,X2, ..., x ), 

a point in the n-dlmenelonal unit region 0 < x. < 1, where the distrihutlon 
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fxmctlon of C is laiown, anä I» "be given a card C2 -^ *» 0 < s < 1, 

which has probability p. of 'being compared to x. In order to determine 

the outcome. If B and D both ante one, and B la allowed to b«t an amount 

f = f(C), 1 < f < M, winning (1+f) if s < x1, losing (l-»-f) If z > «., 

what la the best poaslblo mode of play for B?" 

B's strategy, as "before, will be to fold if C • (xi, Xz,   ..., x ) 

is within a certain regions, and to bet if C la outside this region. B's 

expectation is eaei'ly written. 

(11)    ^i » " / TT dF + 2Z p   / [l+f(C)1 K(xt,t)  TT SFMt) 
J      1=1       1=1      J J ial 

-   / TT ^ +     / fi+fCc)] \ II p.(aG(x )-i) \ TTdj? (x ) 

The notation ie aß follows: I denotes the unit cube, CeR means 

that C is within the region s, and in what follovs, AHB denotes the 

intersection of the two regions A and B. 

To maximize IL, it is cloar that we should chooae f(C) ■ M in the 

region S, belonging to I-R, defined by 

(is) rr^i^EZ P^^XJ) -1) 
n 

1^1 
> 0. 
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and f(C) = 1 In the complementorj' part of I-B. It Is clear that It Is 

a matter of indifference what the value of f(C) is whenever the ex- 

pression in (1?) Is zero. 

Uence 

(13) 

? r -i 

ir - - /' TT dP. + (M+l)    f ?Z ^(»(«l)-« ^ dS,i(xl 

+ 2    /   ! HP.C^X.)^) TTdP^x^ 
_  ,_ _,,w- -J  1=1 Cfe{i-s)n(i-R) 

It remalne to determine R. Write 

(1^) / IT a^   / -    / 
C^B 1=1 C.I      Cel-: 

■" 

. 1 - /   ■   / 
C6(i-R)ns     ct(i-R)n(i-s) 

Thus 

(15) •9 -1 + 
cfr(i-s)r»(i-R) 

2 211 P^SGCO-l 
1=1 

TT dF 

+ terms Independent of T!, 

Decreaslns the region F. will Increase B until 
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(16) 2 2Z PjCaHxJ -i) - i 
1=1  1       1 

< o. 

Hence B la defined "by 

n 
(17) SZZP^

2
^*«) -1) "I  > 0. 

1=1 1    1 

Let us nov consider the application to Red Dog. Let ue assume 

that the x. are unlfomly iiatrlbuted, z  Is ur.lfomly distributed, and 

p. = -r,  corresponding to four suits. The region where the naxlmum 

should be het la determined by 

h 
xl 

(IB) 2^  p.G(x.) - 1 = i=|  -1>0, 
1=1 i  l 2 

and the folding reg!on "by 

(19) i + ? i_ p^acCx,) -i) - I_ xt - i < o. 
i-i l i«i 

In the actual game of Red Dog, F- Is a step function vlth Jimp at 

■=■=, k » 1, ?, ..., 12. Furthermore in order to complete the discussion 

ve should consider the case where a hand Is  void of one or more suits. 

The second point may easily be taken care of in the continuous case. 

The first point requires only a good deal of arithmetic. 

It Is Interesting to note that the general structure of the game 

may be determined without icnowledge of the fine structure. This ohservatlon 

will "be very valuable In what follows. 
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fe=S. Diaouf ion of an Ii^tem^tg Gcae. ^^ 

In the previous aeotlon, v hare discussed the strstongr to lm 

«nrployed "by the first player whenever the second player Is forced to 

cover all bets.  A. first extension of this situation 1B a gam© vhere 

the dealer's strategy Is partly fixed, partly free. An example of a 

game of this type la the game of "blackjack, or twenty-one. A well- 

known variation la the game of seven-and-a-half. 

The game of blackjack, stripped of inessential minor features, is 

played as follows. A "bridge deck Is used with the picture cards counted 

as ten, em ace as one or eleven at the choice of the player, and the 

other cardo retaining their numerical values. There are two players, 

a dealer and a "bettor. Each player Is dealt a closed card. The first 

player has the choice of folding immediately, in which case he loses a 

token amount, the ante, or of "batting an amount which depends upon the 

card he receives and the allowable "bets. The object of the game is for 

each player to get a total of twenty-one by drawing open cards frcta the 

deck. If neither player attains a total of twenty-one, the hands are 

compared, and the hand with higher point total wins, with ties going in 

favor of the dealer. What prevents repeated drawing is the rule that a 

player automatically loses if his point tots! ever exceeds twenty-one. 

After B has drawn one card, he has thö choice of continuing to draw, 

"pulling", or of not pulling, "sticking". Once B haa concluded his 

moves, u  has the soos choices.  As currently played, however, D is 

compelled to pull if he baa fifteen or under, and rramt stick if he hae 
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sixteen or over.1 This may be regarded as an answer to possible bluff- 

ing on B's part, and ve shall see that In the two-person poker games we 

discuss, exactly this method IG used to counter bluffing. 

B bluffs by sticking with a low point total, such as twelve or 

thirteen, hoping that D will pull over twenty-one. 

It is rather interesting to observe that in this case experience 

has dictated the use of a pure strategy on the part of the dealer. It 

is easy to concoct various simplified models of blackjack, and in each 

of these modele, pure strategies will be found to exist. 

§ h.    A Simple Poker Game. 

We begin by conniderlng the game where there are two players A and 

B, each of vhcsn receives a card, x and y, respectively, 0 < x,y < 1, 

where for simplloity we assume that x  and y are equldlrjtrlbuted. Each 

antes one before play begins. A has the choice of folding or of betting 

an amount a > 0. B has a choice of folding or of seeing A*a bet. 

let us use the following notation: 

(1)      A_ ■ set of x values where A folds. 

-In = set of x values where A bets. 

Bp, ■ set of y values where B folds , 

B_ = set of y values where B betn. 

Let ^ , (L  be the characteristic functions of A^ and A-, ^_, If', be the 

characteristic functions of B^ and B_. 

It is commonly believed that this policy is pursued to prevent the 
dealer from using marked cardp. 
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Then 

(2) f (-l)cbc +     /        ,/     dy + (a+1) /     K(x,y)dy dx 

L S  J ^T 

(a+l)     /   r:(x,y)dx Ay y *x. 
S 

Vritlng E.   In tenns of characterlst?c functions,  thip  becomes 

(5)        ^A " * y1 ^ +  y1 ^(T)  j   /^^y 4 (a+1)   /  45B(7)I>(x,y)dy| dx, 
- o - o I yo o j 

'■r1awlnÄ E,  frcm A'B -oolnt of view, vlth the aim  of maximising E,    we see 
ft '• 

that for fixed   ij/-,,   "'j/p,  A chooses ^T or ^L,   "or a partlciilar value of x, 

dependinp upon the relation "between 

(»0 li » - 1    and    Is =   f yF*y + (a+1)    /  yB(y)K(x,y)dj. 

Let IA; now make th« fundaniental assumption that a solution In terms of 

pur© strategies exists. Under this aaeumpt'on we shall find the fom of 

the solution. It is then easy to ^how that what ve have actually i.:  a 

solution. 

At X ' 0, 
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(5) la -/   Vfto - (a+D  f   ^B(y)4y 

f A1 1 r^ - /     ^«ay -  (a+l)     1 -   /   vj-^dy; - -  (a+1)   + (a+2)   /     tf^dy 

Let us now,  ass-m© fin-t that Ix > ls{0) ,  so that A always  folds at 

x = 0, and hence  in i?orae neighborhood of x - 0. 

Turning now to E, ,  viewed fron B'a vantage,  we must coupare 

r r 
(6) Jj  - y  dx and Ja -  (a+l)   j   K(x,y)dy, 

or 

Ji = J^ &£* «id Ja  - (a+l) J    ^B(x)K(x,y)dx. 

At y = 0,  these are 

(7) J,.  =/    ^B^» •      J2(0)   --   (a+l)   Z'  ^B(x)dx. 

Consequently,  it  la always true that B folds   In nom» -aelgtiborhood of the 

origin.    Purthemore,  since Z\   is a conater.t and J2(y)   Is a aonotone 

decreasing function of y,  it Is  clear that If B starts seeing A'a bet 

with y = fXt he sees whenever he has a y^ > yj. 

(8) B: i   Fold3    I ^22^ 
Obi 

The question arises as to the determination of b. Rafwrlag to (6), we 

have 
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(9)      J2(y) - - (a+l) / (^Wäx  + (a+l) /  ^L(x}dx 
o J y 

=  (a+l) 1 - 2 ■•  ^(x)!! I . 
^ c 

y 

Therefore B only changes over from folding to tettlng at y If the 

neasure of the set upon which A "beta to the left of y Is large enough 

to make J2(y) » Ji. 

Let us now return to .. and see what it Is that w'll make him bet 

In the interval  [0,q  . W« have, as In (9), 

n 1 -I 

(10)     la - /   vdy + (a+l) ; 2 /   B(y)dy - 1 
•^ o o 

Hence, A only changes fron folding to betting at x If the meaaure of 

the set  upon which B bets in  OjX,  la large enough to make Ia(x) = Ii. 

This Is clearly Ijupoaalble In i0,b  , BO that If * ever starts "by 

folding at 0, he continues iolding up to b, at least.  But thi: implies 

that B hae no motivaton for changing over at b.  -ontlnulng in thi:.: way, 

we see that the only solution would be for both to fold regardless of the 

card each receives. 

Thla ceems rather far-fetched, and wo consequently investigate the 

other two pose!billties; viz. 

(11)     a.      A always sees . 

b.      At x = 0, it makes no difference to \  whether he sees 
or folds. 
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The firot alternative is again improtiable, and It Is sensltle to consldor 

the second alternative. Ut:lng (5)» H^) implies the equation 

(12) ■1 = -(a+1) + (a+2) f \r
F*y, 

a 
a+2 « /VFdy. 

A'a strategy nuat now take the fom 

(15) 
Fold or Bet Bet 

The reason why A must "bet In ["b,l]  is that B is 'betting in jh,!]  , 

so that although Ix - -1 « ^(x) for 0 < x < 'b,  lz{x)  >  -1 in ["b,!] 

The measure of the zet  upon which A teta In !0,hj  Is determined by the 

condition that at y = b 

(lU)     J^h) - J2(h) 

fX  <LiT =  (a+1) f1  ^L(x)K(x,t))ta 

/^ dx + l-h = r1^«** - -(a+1) f ^B(x)dx + (a+1) f    dx 
^ o o '' "b 

(a+2) /  0B(x)aJC - a(l-h) 
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/; ^x)^. ^. 

Unfortunately "b la a till undetermined.    Talcing A« a strategy to Tae 

of the f cm 

(X5) | ^olis     | Beta ^    c - (2(a+l)D-a)/)a*S) , 
0 C 1 

E,   is easily ccciputed,   referring to (2)   and (ij) , namely 

(16) E.,   « - C  + b(l-C)   -  (a+l)(b-C)(l-b) . 

Maximizing over b, we find 

(1 ) b - a/a+2, C ■ (a/a+2)'-. 

Thin solutJon is valid Tor all a > 0, and we ^eo that b has the connect 

behavior as a -^ 0 or -»^ . 

^ h.    Another üimple llodol. 

Let UE now consider the folliTWing gt'iie where we increase the complexity 

by introducing 2 beta z^,  z^,   z2 > Zi . This is the same whose solution 

was given in our original note. 111« W« now have the following three 

sets for A: 

(1)     ^SP " BOt where A foldt. , 

A_ ■ get where A bets low, Zi. , 

A— ■ set where B bete high, zz, 
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and the sets for B: 

(2) 

Then 

(3) 

B_. ■ set where B folds If A makes a low het, 

B^ = set where B fold« if A mokes a high bet, 

- set 3 sees if A makes a low bet. B^ CL 

B„ E = set B sees If A makes a high bet, 

/ dx 

K 

^ f*n. 
dy •♦■ (Zi+1) /  i:(x,y)dj- üx 

B^. SL 

+ /   /  dy ♦ (»2+1) /       K(x,y)dy dx 
B, 

!H 

. - / dx 
Av 

B. 

~1 

/   / dx dy ♦ / 
X I  t 'SL 

(Zi+1)  / !C(x,y)dx 

B 1i 

,/ dx dy + /   (»a+l)  / K(x,y)dx dy 

Let us begin by looking at E. from B's point of view. Glnce B'a decisions 
A 
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to see low bets or high "bets are Independent, ve c^npare first 

{h) lx m      A dx   and (2.+1) / K(x,y)dx = I2 

and then 

(5) la = /      and (z2+l) / i:(x,y)dx - L» - 

At y - 0, 

(6) I, =  / dx , I2 = ,/ da 

12(0)   -- (ti+1)    /     dx, J^{0)   = (z2+l)   /     dx. 

Kence,  if there  is a solution, B's  strategy la  as  follows; 

Pold See 
(7) iSS ^C1IV   '  bet    i       ki>w A bet 

Fold '.ee 
■ on hiKti .'. bet . Eipji A bet      , 

0 b£ 1 

where we will diacusi; the deterr.inat 1 on of bi and b^ below. 

How let ua return to E, viewed from A'e eyes. W« must compare 
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(8)     Ji ■ -l 

Ja - y   dy + (Zi+1) /  K(x,y)dy 

hi BSL 

J3 = y   dy + (z£+l) /  K(x,y)dy 
:B7n 33H 

Pram what has procoded, we suspect that at X » 0, Ji = Jb(0) - Ja(0). 

To avoid tirescne repetition, we ahall not go through the mathematical 

argument which shows this, since we will go Into detail in the next 

example, Tsut assume it. 

Thus A's strategy ia, so far, 

(9) , Fold. Bet low. Bet hi^ ? ( 

0 bj 

Referring t, B's dia,gram, we see that at bj,, betting low raust become 

preferable to folding for A, ftlnce B startu seeing at bj.. It is reason- 

able to assume that ba > bx, at first, './e continually uae our experience 

vlth the actual game to reduce the number of possible caeer-, 

'i.'e see that from bj to b^, A must bet low 

(10) 
Bet low Bet high. 

■ ^1        I    ■ 1 
1       ^s bs 
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From bs on J3 increaaeo, "but It takes seme eat of seeing Mgh beta on 

B's part to catch up to Js,  BO that at only at t^, J2  = J3,  and from 

then on A "bets hlßh.    J2 and J3 can intersect in only one point,  since 

B's strategy makes the two survee  straight lines. 

We now turn to the determination of the conatanta •    Ve have the 

folloirlng conatraints: 

(11) a. vt x ■ 0, Ji ^ J2  =  J3 

h. fit y ■ "bi,, Ii = To 

c. At y = 'o2, I3 = I* 

d. At x -- 1)3 f Jg - J3 » 

There are five equations   for  the five unknowns bi, "bz, "b^,  and the 

.•neaaures of  the het-low and bet-high i-eta  in     p,hi 

V,re have then,  using 11a: 

(12) -1 - b,   - (z1+l)(l-b1), 

bi = Zi/zi+2, 

-1 = bo - (z^DCl-ha), 

Using lib,  ve have at y - bi 

** 
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(13) /   dx » (Zi*!)     /   K(x/b1)dx 

B^   ■   "(Zi+l)^   +   (T53-'bl()2l-H) 

Using lie,  at y = 1)2 

(IM nig «  -(li+Dnijj +  (l-bgfza+l). 

where TIL. Is the measure of the set where A hets low, and IIL, is the 

measure of the set where A bets high. 

Using lid at x = hs 

(15) 
B 

dy + (Zi+1) ./     K(h3,y)dy =  /  dy + (z2+l) /  K(b3,y)dy 

¥L B,. 
■Ti 

B
::H 

ba + (zi+l) /    - + /  I 
-^3 

= br- + (22+i)| y    K +/   K| , 
^3  J ...  ^ 

which reduces tc 

bi + (ti+^CSbs-bi-l) - ba + (z2+l)(2b3-b2-l), 

whence 

(16) i + 
bsSo - bT z i^i 

2    2(!62-z7) ■  ^3 
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From (l6) , we have t^,  and from (15) and (lU) u.  and m^. V/e muat now 

examine the values for conelstency, that ia, we must check 

(17) 0 < m,   + BL. < hi, m,   > 0,        m,, > 0, 

0 < hi < l3;? < ha 

(18) 

Clearly, from (12),   1 > ha > tl > 0. 

Trom (15) 

(ta-hiXEi+l) 

«L 

"H 

+2 

(l-h3)(z2+l) 

lz*i 

Without difficulty we find tnat our solution is valid for ^3 > 2.x >  •öS, 

where .62 is an approximation to 2/c - 2, and c la the smallest root of 
3 

^- - 2c£ + '+0-2 a 0.    Me  have not Inveatlgated the prohlem for Zi < .62. 

The value of the game is easily found to he 

(19)     EA :- j-d + (2-o1)(c2-c1)
2 + 2(2-0!)(oa-c^ca + (2-0^)020! / ci. 1 

I 
where Oi - 2/2+Zi, c^ = 2/2+z2 

fej^. The Poker q^uie vlth a Ral e. 

V.'e now introduce one of the characteristic features of actual poker, 

the raise. We consider the followlivj model. A and B are each dealt cards. 
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x emd y respectively. Before play 'begina, "both players ante one. After 

the cards are dealt, A has the choice of folding, in which cace B vlna 

the ante, or of hettlng an amount a > 1. After A has "bet, B has the choice 

of folding, of seeing A's het, in which case the hands are compared, or 

of raising an amount a, in which case A may either see the raise or fold. 

V.'e shall use the following notation: 

(1) 

\ - 

set on which A foldn. 

set on which >, "beta, hut. does not eee  a raise. 

set on which A "bets and aees a raise. 

set on which B folds. 

set on which E sees A's "bet, hut does not raise. 

aet on which B raises \'B  het. 

Let E^ he A's expectation. Then 

(2) 5. -  / (-l)dx 

+ f -. /   dy +(l+a) /  i:(x,y)dy -(a+1) /" 4y; dx 

S L h \ h. 

+ / | / dy +(1-Hi) /  i:(x,y)dy +(2a+l) /  K(x,y)dy j dx 
1 v BT B 



/     dx +    y/   dxi   dy -    /     cbt 

hi** 'kS     J "S- 

Ba 

(1+a)      /'   K(x,y)dx +(l+a)     /   K(x,y)dbc dy 

/   ;   (2a+l)      /    K(i,y)dbc -(a+1)     / dxi  djr 

V; S 
let us write 

(5) E = /' T^x)^ + y ia(x)cLT + y i3(x)dx 

-v Ar, 

-   /    Ji(y)4y +   /    T2(y)dy +   /'   l3(y)dy 

Vm note the 'jllowing immediate propertleei of the T's and J's 

(U)     (a) -4(x) !■ a aonotone  increasing function of x. 

(b) JJCJ) 1® a monotone decreaeing function of y. 

(c) I1(x),  Ji(y)   are conotanta • 

(d) In(x) is constant jver any aubeet of B^ + B^. 

(e) l3(^) ^!:!  constant over any subset of B,,. 

(f) IsCx) ~  To(x)   Is  a monotone increasing function of x. 

(s) J2(y) Is constant over any subset of A_, 

(h) JsCy) is constant over any iiubset of A_ + A«. 
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As "before, we now aseume the existence of a solution and derive its 

properties. It is first of all clear that A never sees a raise in some 

Interval  }0*CJ  • For, at x = 0 we have 

(5) Ii(O) = - 1 

12(0) = /  dj - (l+a) f   dy - (a+l)  / dy 

? S H 

13(0) = / dy - (1+e)  / dy -(2a-H)  / dy. 
yBu, ^B. ^Bp 

Consequently, if B raf^-os a non-null set, 13(0) < 13(0), and \ must 

choose only between folding and "betting without seeing at x = 0 and 

consequently in sonie neighborhood of 0. It 53 certainly plausible that 

B raises if he gets a card close tc 1. 

Similarly, in some Interval  [0,d]  , B never sees. At y =■ 0, we 

have 

(6) -MO1) = J   dx + J    dx 

J2(0) - (l+a) /  dx + )l-^a)  / dx 

^ G 

J3(0) ■ (2a+l) f   dx - (!♦«)  / dx! 

s 
^Ince B wishes to nininize E. and JaCO) > Ji(0) , he nover sees A in some 

neighborhood of y « 0. 
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There are now three alternatives for A. in some initial Interval  |o,c! 

i 
(7)     (a^ A always folds  In    [0,c; 

(h) k always "bets  In     |0,c 

(c) It is  Imraaterlal whether A folds  or bete In     10,c1      ,  and 

he comhlnej folding and hettlng in some (ae  yet unlaiown) 
jiroport I one. 

lot us heg^n "by assiB&lsg that (a)   Is  valid.    B hae the alt-3n\atlvec 

(8)     (a) B always folds  in     [o,d|      . 

(h) '    B always  raisroa  in     jOjdl 

(c) It is  innate rial whether B folds  or raises in     tCjd!      ,  and 

he coiaMnea folding and raiglng in acxie  (ae yet unknown) 

prnportlona. 

Since Ji(.y)   Is constant and Jn,{y)   Is monotone decreaaing,   If B l/eglns by 

raising In     'O^d1      ,  he nevor folds.     Jon^equently, we regard  (h)   as leart 

poaslole,  and consider first  (a)   aad then (o) . 

Ws have  then as  a first possibility 

(9)     ^ ^^-^ 
Ci 

B: lF"ld 
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Lot us show that d > c is tmpoMl'Bl«. Referring; to (2), It Is clear 

that the only thlnß that w:ll force A to change from folding to seeing 

or raising at c 3B B seeing or raising in 0 < y < c, on a set of posltive- 

neanure. If d > c, this ia not DO, arid hence c < d.  Exactly the ßame type 

of reaF.oning shows that B only changeo frcn folding to oeeing or raising 

If A. hets or sees in 0 < x < c, which Is not true. 

Therefore, if a solution exists. It cannot have the fora cf (9) . 

deferring to (7), we have two remaining alternatives for A. However, 

from the monotone character of Io(x) it follows that If A "begins "by "betting, 

he never folds -- which seems improhahle. 

Hence, it la reaaonahle to try a aolution op the fonr. 

(10) 
Fold or bet 

-r- 

B: Fold or Balse 

0 4! 

Let us continue our discussion with the ohaervation that in some 

Interval \Ci,c^ ;  , o^ < Cg < 1, there must "be "betting on A's part,  for 

if seeing a raise is prefere.hle to "betting without seeing at Xi, then "be- 

catv e of the monotone "behavior of laCx) - T2(x) it la preferable for x > Xx, 

and It is not reasonable to suppose that ■. never Just hets, "but always sees 

a raise. 

On the "basis of this remark, we can now show that Cj. ■= dj.. AS we 

have already pointed out, the only thing that forces A to change his 

pattern of play at ex fron folding or hotting to always "betting is "betting 
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on B'3 part in  [PtCjJ  . This does not occur. There is atill the 

possibility that the amount of raising on B's part can force A to see 

raises at cj.. In this care, there would "be nothing to force B to 

change hia strategy at dj , and hence he would always fold or raise, 

which la implausihle. Consequently dj. > ci is not poeeihle. 

Let ua now examine c^ > di. Precisely the same type of argument 

shows that this case is highly unlikely. Hence, we take Oi ■ 4i> and 

proceed to the next step. 

If A la ever to change over hetting, or seeing and hotting, 13 must 

"begin seeing in (Cj.,C2) . Suppose that it were true that in sama interval 
r    i 
1 C\>G2}    >   - always hets and B always sees. If C2 < 1, It is clear 

that it ends at eg as far as A la concerned only if B raises in ' 0i,Oaj  , 

which Is not 3-). 

Therefore in  c^c^ j , it mast be a matter of indifference tc A 

whether he bets or seer a raise. From the monotonlc behavior of I3 - I2, 

Ans strategy ouut be 

/, -. \     ,       1 Fold or bet  . Bet or aee  ,  See 
(11)     A:      I 1 1  

ca 

and B's 

(12)     B:      1 -old  or raise |  Gee ^ ^aiee , ^ 

since A only changes over to seeing raises at c^ because B raises in 
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AB yet unknovn are the amovints of folding and 'betting In ' 0,ci | 

"betting and seeing in [oi,Oa] on A'B part, and foldlxig or raising in 

[o^Cxj  on B's part. These unknowns are dotenalned ^y the following 

cons idorations. 

(15)     (a) The amount of "betting on A's part in   I 0,Cij must be 

sufficient to make B start seeing at cj. 

("b) The aciount of seeing raises on A'-a part in jCi^Cs 1 must 

"be sufficient to make B start raising at c2, 

(c) The amount of raising on B's part In l0,0ij must he 

■ufflcient to make k  start "betting or seeing raises in 

[c1,C2j 

Add to these the facts that 

{lh) (d)     At x = 0,  folding or betting are equivalent for A. 

(e)     At y = 0, folding or raising are equivalent for B, 

and ve have five conditions to determine the five unfcnovna Ci, eg, 

V V V 
If these five conditions are conelatent, we shall ha^e a aolutlon 

to our game, which will "be unique, apart frosn the location of A-,, B_, in 

[OjOjl  , which is of no Importaiuje, and. ft_ in jCijCgi  , which is 

subject to some constraints. It la simplest to put h_ at the end of 

fcijCsl  , as wo shall do. 
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Me talc» A'a and B'B strateglös to "he,  for the purpose of calculation. 

(15) A:     ■     | Fold      | S2t , Gee. 
0 u v oz 

•a. . Fold   i   Ralae Gee l'alse     i B:    |—— i 1 1 1 
0    v     Ci Co   1 

From (c), we have the equation, 

(16) - 1 = v - (a+l)(l-v) 

v - a/a+2, 

«here a la the aize of the bet. 

Similarly, the other conditions, after some alight simplification, 

yield the conditions 

(17) (a.f2) u - (3a+2) v = - 5a 

(a+P) u - 2(l+a) Ci = - a 

w - 202 ■ - 1 

(3a+2)ci + acs = 2a + 2av . 

From the equations, it follows that, for all values of u, w» haAr© 

the consistency condition 

(18) o2 > w > ci > u 
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satisfied. Solving for Ci we haw 

(19) ci ■ 
8a2 -f 6a + (iga2 + Sa)Y 

20a2 + 26s. + 8 

and a-all^it calculation shows a.. > v for all a > 0. Knowing cx, we 

easily determine Cp, w, u from the other equations of (1 ) . To give 

some Idea of the «olutions, let us take a - 1 and 5. 

(20) 0i    C2 \l w 

a = 1 » 
61 -P 1 

1 • 81 

a = 5 i % 
k 

j 

Ik 
r 

The value» for a = 5 are approximate, e.g., f  la an approximation to 

3^10/Uk66. 

The expectation itaalf may be calculated and la given by 

(21)     1A - -1 + (a+l)(c2-c1)
2 + 2(a+l)(c2-cJ)(l-cSe) + (2«H)(1-02)

Z 
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